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Prior to becoming a graphic design student, I was very interested in illustration.
I wanted an opportunity to hone my illustration skills, focus on one consistent
style of illustration, consistently draw the same characters, and practice writing.
Creating a children’s book gave me the opportunity to do all of those things. And,
after several semesters of work, it’s great to finally see The Call of the Undertow
completed! I hope that you enjoy reading this story and looking at the images
because I enjoyed creating it.

The Call of the Undertow Process
Because I wanted a project that would help me
develop a consistent illustration style as well
as help me hone my writing abilities, I chose to
create a children’s book, The Call of the Undertow.
Deciding to begin the process of creating an entire
children’s book from start to finish was a huge
undertaking. I had a story that inspired me, but
I was unaware of the amount of work involved in
this type of project.
One book that was particularly helpful during this
process, You Can Write Children’s Books, explained
many of the intriguing and alluring things about
taking on a project like this, “I knew that writing
children’s books looked like great fun. The books
I remembered from my own childhood and the
ones I was reading to my own children were full
of whimsy, magic, fantasy and outrageous humor.
The books I loved used language in wildly creative
ways, invented incredible worlds and developed
wonderful—sometimes crazy—characters and
plots.”1 Reading children’s books has always
been something I have enjoyed, and creating one
myself would be a way to be a part of this world
of children’s literature.

1Dils, Tracey E. You Can Write Children’s Books. (Cincinnati, OH: Writer’s Digest Books, 1998), 1.

The inspiration for the book started out as a funny,
family story. As my family was preparing to leave
for a beach vacation, my parent’s needed to explain
to my younger siblings what “the undertow”
was in order to protect them from that danger.
Unfortunately, during the explanation of this peril,
this force of nature instead was brought to life, and
my younger brother created an undersea monster
in his imagination. We couldn’t figure out why he
refused to go to the beach until he asked to see a
picture of The Undertow, which, in his mind, was
a hideous beast hiding in the surf. In passing, my
mom joked about making it into a children’s book
and having me illustrate it. Little did she know how
much impact that statement would have on me.
Shortly after that, I decided to begin the long
journey of creating a children’s book. The story
would involve a young boy, Jack, who, not
understanding the undertow, would embark on
a dreamlike journey to find The Undertow and
save his family. Many children’s stories have
children going on unrealistic missions, and this is
what I wanted to do with the story. I wanted to have
Jack go on a fantastical quest. And, although I did
not know exactly how at this point, I also decided
that I would somehow like to leave the ending open
so that it wasn’t clear whether or not Jack’s dream
had actually been a dream. In the end, I decided
to have The Undertow appear in the last pages,

supposedly in the real world, with only Jack’s dad
seeing it.
Even though I already had a story in mind, I knew
that there were many different things I needed
to begin researching. First I looked at books,
specifically children’s books that impacted me while
I was growing up. Authors, artists, and illustrators
such as Bill Peet, Dr. Seuss, Brian Jacques, H. P.
Lovecraft, Tim Burton, Edward Gorey, Don and
Audrey Wood, J. K. Rowling, J. R. R. Tolkien, Jules
Verne, and others all played a huge role in my
childhood and impacted my writing and illustration
style. I was particularly drawn to the colorful and
sketchy feel of Dr. Seuss, the imaginative whimsy
of Bill Peet, the gloom of Edward Gorey, and
the fantastical morbidity of Tim Burton. These
especially would influence my direction with
the book.
Bill Peet books, such as The Whingdingdilly (1970)
and No Such Things (1983), have a dreamlike color
scheme that I knew I wanted to incorporate into my
story. I did not mind spending more time reading
Bill Peet since I have always been so impressed
with his work. His art often exhibits soft and pastel
colors, but it is also strong and eye catching at the
same time. The illustrations in his books always
leave me with an otherworldly feeling that I wanted
to incorporate into the dream sequence of my book

Bill Peet’s No Such Things (top) and The Whingdingdilly (bottom)

Edward Gorey’s The Gashlycrumb Tinies

using saturated pastels. For the rest of the story I
would still use softer colors, but a little more drab and
less saturated, almost like The Wizard of Oz movie
with the real world portrayed in black and white and
Oz in color. However, the change in the book would
not be nearly as dramatic.
Dr. Seuss was another author I was definitely
influenced by. However, his illustrations did not
influence this project as much as it has others I have
done. I looked to Dr. Seuss for his writing style; Seuss
uses fun, bouncy rhyming words that encourage
a broader vocabulary.
Although I really liked the rhymes and vocabulary
of Seuss, the direction I wanted to go with my writing
was a little darker. At this point, I turned to H. P.
Lovecraft for inspiration. Lovecraft’s dark fantasies
motivated me to take this story to a darker place.
And the name, The Call of the Undertow, was clearly
inspired by Lovecraft’s The Call of Cthulhu (1928). In
the end, the writing was a combination of Seuss and
Lovecraft, resulting in fun rhymes with a dark twist.
I realize that this may be a little dark for younger
audiences, but I know there is a niche market for
a children’s book like this. Also, many adults enjoy
collecting children’s books. An example of these
darker books is the work of Edward Gorey. Gorey’s
book, The Gashlycrumb Tinies (1963), is set up like

a children’s book, using a letter of the alphabet for
each page, but the illustrations and text are quite
dark and macabre. Although I find Gorey’s work
inspiring, my work would not be quite as dark.
As I began the actual process of creating the book,
I started with a basic story in mind, but tackled
the illustrations first. According to The Pioneer
Woman, I went about this a little differently than
she did. Ree Drummond writes about her process,
“As I wrote the story, I imagined scenes that would
support it, and then described those scenes in detail
so the artist could begin sketching the book.”2
But she also was working with an artist and
publisher; I was working alone. As I said, I tackled
the illustrations first before the actual writing.
And while I had a general storyline in mind,
I couldn’t really figure out what was going to
happen until I did some storyboarding and drew
out the adventure. Even after the illustrations were
completed, I still was unsure exactly how the story
would develop, but I had a clearer idea. In retrospect,
it may have been better to have the idea, story, and
text completed before beginning the illustration
process, but I wouldn’t change anything about what
I did. And, either way, I was more concerned about
the illustrations in this case.

2 Drummond, Ree. “Twenty Steps to Writing a Children’s Book.” The Pioneer Woman. Accessed May 03, 2015. http://thepioneerwoman.com/.

After several weeks of sketching and planning,
I began actually illustrating. The first completed
illustration was the first dream sequence page, with
Jack on the beach dipping his toe in the water. This
took longer than the other illustrations since I was
trying to figure out exactly which illustration style
to use. Part of the purpose of this project was to
help me develop one particular, consistent style
of illustration. I chose to work with a Wacom tablet,
creating the illustrations in Photoshop. Although
I tried using watercolor brushes in Photoshop, I
ultimately went with brushes that gave the pieces
a pastel marker look. Interestingly, I found a better,
easier style to illustrate about halfway through the
process, but it was too late to start over. If I were to
do a project like this again, I would most certainly
go with this new style. It looks very much like it was
inspired by the work of both Tim Burton and Dr. Seuss.
Having decided on a style, I needed to complete
the rest of the illustrations. The biggest challenge
in creating a book like this was keeping the
characters looking consistent from page to page.
Drawing figures and keeping them consistent
has been a skill I am continuing to improve. So I
used many photographs for reference to help keep
them looking both realistic enough, yet still with
a childlike feel, and to keep the characters, mostly
Jack, looking consistent from page to page. I’m very
thankful for family members who patiently allowed

me to photograph them modeling scenes I would
need to draw! Occasionally I had to reference a
photo for some of the sea life, especially the coral
reef page, but most of the creatures were made up
or a combination of multiple existing creatures.
Designing The Undertow was the hardest part.
After much sketching and many drafts, it ended
up having the head of a frog, the body of an
octopus, and the eyes of a goat. I especially liked
the goat eyes because of the square pupils. The
eyes were the most difficult thing to nail down
because they were, in my mind, the most important
part of The Undertow. Finding and deciding on goat
eyes really brought the whole creature together and
made it just like I had imagined. Even though the
monster didn’t appear on every page, it was central
to the story and had to have a certain look. I tried
many different aquatic, amphibian, and reptilian
eyes, but nothing looked right. When I finally
tried goat eyes, the whole creature came together!
The decision to use goat eyes gave The Undertow
such a disturbing and otherworldly quality that I
knew I’d finally completed the development of this
character. As for the soft grayish purple color for
The Undertow, I can’t really give a fantastic reason
for it other than that I’ve just always imagined it
that color.

The only other creature that got more attention
than the others during development was the
deep-sea creature. This was simply just a
combination of a lantern fish, a gulper eel, and
some artistic liberties. This spread is by far my
favorite, especially since I combined my two
favorite deep-sea creatures into one. Too bad
it only showed up in one page.
Although a little development went into designing
the parents, they only showed up in two spreads.
Besides The Undertow, and the eel, the character
that got the most attention was the boy, Jack.
Based on my brother, in both story and design,
Jack was a fairly easy character to develop. I
wanted him to stand out a little bit, so I gave him
a red shirt that would contrast nicely with the water.
He needed to be visible, but not call too much
attention to himself as to distract from the rest
of the scene. Under the water, his clothes aren’t
floating as much as they should, but it is a dream.
His hair does float a little bit, but it could definitely
have been more exaggerated.
Designing each scene proved to be quite a difficult
task. Although I thought I was careful to give
different angles and have Jack either close or in the
distance, depending on the scene, I realize I could
have been more intentional about this. Advice I
received, during the illustration process, was to

visualize it like a movie and to create a storyboard.
Using a storyboard would force me to think
through the scenes more thoroughly producing
more interesting perspectives. Had I been more
intentional with this method, the scenes may have
been even more remarkable. As it is, the most
intriguing scene, in my opinion, is the illustration
where you don’t actually see Jack. You only see
Jack’s reflection in the eye of the whale. This was
a very difficult scene to illustrate, and I’m not
completely happy with the outcome, but I needed
to move on.
On that note, I definitely learned something
throughout this process: when to stop. Although
there are many things that I would change or do
differently now that I’ve actually been through
this process, there were times when I just needed
to stop and move on to something else. For this
assignment, I had limited time to complete the
project. I may have done things differently if I had
a different schedule. However, I’m glad I stopped
when I did because now I’ve actually completed
a children’s book, even though there are definitely
ways it could be improved.
Having completed the illustrations, I then wrote
text to go with each page of the story. Although
it was helpful to be able to see the images, after
editing the writing, there needed to be some edits

The first completed illustration for The Call of the Undertow

in both the illustrations and the writing. I decided
I needed to pare down the writing a little and add
some more illustration. At this point I only had
full-page illustrations, so I added a few stand-alone
pieces, such as the page with the red bucket, which
would be on a white page. This was, ultimately,
a good decision because it added interest to the
flow of the images. Even though these pages were
simple, they were still necessary to give a break
to the viewer’s eye.
Throughout this process, I learned a lot about
children’s book illustration from my project
sponsor, Dave Szalay. He explained to me the
difficulties of being a career children’s book
illustrator and the politics involved. If this were
an actual published children’s book, I would have
had to keep it to 32 pages exactly and would also
probably have to go through many revisions that
would not necessarily be my choice. For example,
they might tell me to make the character a girl and
to give the monster different eyes, even though
I had particular reasons behind those decisions.
However, I may also not be working on this project
completely by myself. I may only be a small part of
a larger team. So, even though my book does not fit
those guidelines, it was still a great experience and
a valuable piece for my portfolio.

At this point, I have ideas for more children’s
books, but no active plans to actually create
another. This was an incredible learning experience
and an intense project to complete. Also, I now
have an excellent portfolio piece and I am glad
that I was able to enjoy this project. In conclusion,
this has been a valuable experience, and I was able
to sharpen both my writing and illustrating skills
through this project. Hopefully, when others see
my finished project, they may find enjoyment in
it as well.
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